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This paper arose from the following problem posed by ~~ato~~v i 
describe all maximal subgroups of X,(Z), where n > 3; ~rno~g thes 
there any with infinite index? A negative answer to the question waul 
eat significance to the description of maxim~~ s~b~r~~~s in 
t we have shown that: [i) the in of all rn~irna~ subgroups in 
nerated linear group G over a are finite if and only if G is 
solvable-by-finite (in particular, for rz > 2 there exists a rna~~rna~ su 
) of infinite index) and moreover (ii) if a ~~iteiy venerated 
over a field is not solvable-by-finite, then the set of its rnax~ma~ 
subgroups of infinite index is uncountable; (iii 
n > 4 a maximal subgroup of infinite index, whi 
group of finite index. Our paper is devoted to a 
main results. We prove our theorems constructi 
intersect every residue class modulo any subgrou 
esse~t~a~~y we use Tits’ techniques developed in [I 
of which is a reduction to linear groups over a B 
when the Zariski closure of the group is corme 
situation is considerably more complicated and requires some new i 
ethods. 
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2 MARGULIS AND SOIFER 
0. NOTATION AND TERMINOLOGY 
For fundamental definitions of algebraic group theory, group theory and 
Lie group theory the reader is referred to [2, 5, 71. The letters Z, N, Q, R, C, 
Q, will as usual denote, respectively, the set of integers, non-negative 
integers, rationals, reals, complex numbers, p-adic numbers. We consider the 
dimension dim in the sense of the theory of algebraic varieties. The index of 
a subgroup H of a group G will be denoted by \G/HI. If G is a group and 
S c G, then by NG(S), C,(S) and by (S) we denote the normalizer, the 
centralizer of S in G and the subgroup of G generated by S. The center of G 
will be denoted by C(G). We denote as usual by GL, and SL, the groups of 
invertible and unimodular n x n matrices. An algebraic subgroup of GL, 
over a field k is called an algebraic k-group or a k-group [Z]. The set of all 
k-points of an algebraic variety W will be denoted by W(k). We denote the 
maximal unipotent normal subgroup of a k-group G by M,(G). For an 
algebraic group G, G” will denote the connected component of G containing 
the identity. We do not assume semi-simple groups to be connected and we 
say that G is simple as soon as Go has no infinite proper normal subgroup. If 
f: G + H is a k-rational homomorphism of k-groups and the field 1 is an 
extension of k, then the natural homomorphism f(2): G(Z)+ H(Z) will be 
denoted by f as well. Let V be a finite-dimensional vector space over a field 
k, GL(V) and GL(V) will denote the group of its automorphisms and the 
corresponding k-group. A subgroup G of GL(V) is called irreducible if there 
is no proper G-invariant subspace of V. A subgroup G of GL(V) is called 
absolutely irreducible if it remains irreducible for every algebraic extension 
of k. According to that we call a representation f: G -+ GL(V) irreducible 
(absolutely irreducible) if the image f(G) is irreducible (absolutely 
irreducible). A local field will mean in the sequel a non-discrete locally 
compact field. By the Kovalski-Pontrjagin theorem every local field is 
isomorphic to one of the following four valued field: R, C, a finite extension 
of Qp a field of formal power series in one variable with coefficients from 
some finite field. If k is a local field and W is an algebraic k-variety, then 
W(k) has two natural topologies induced by the topology of k and by the 
Zariski topology of W. To avoid confusion the second topology will be 
distinguished by the prefix “k,” e.g., k-open, k-dense, etc. The closure and the 
interior of a subset ,X of a topological space will be denoted by cl X and 
Int X and the closure in the Zariski topology of a subset S of an algebraic 
variety will be denoted by d(S). The characteristic of a field k will be 
denoted by char k and the cardinality of a set X by card X. 
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1. TRANSFORMATIONS WITH POINTS OF ATT 
In this section we denote by k a local field with the absolute value j s 1) by 
V a finite-dimensional vector space over k and by B the ~rQject~ve 
based on I’, both equipped with topologies induced in the usual way 
that of k-. Let dim V = n and x = (x, ,..-, x,) be a system of linear coordinates 
for V. We define the distance function on Y which is consistent with its 
topology as follows: d,(p, q) = max 1 <i<n lxi(P> - xilq19 (97 4 E 0 Therg 
exists a distance function d: P x P +R + OIZ P, which is said 
admissible; that is, for every afftne system of coordinates x in B [ 1 
every compact subset B in its domain there exist m and M in R + su 
“.d~l/,,,,<d/,,,,<M,d,/,.,. As was observed in [l , if a field k’ is an 
extension of k, if V’ = V ok k’ and P” is the projective pace based on V’ 
while d’: P’ X P’ -+ R + is an admissible distance lfunction on P’, then the 
restriction d’ lPXP is an admissible distance function on So when proving 
assertions not dependent on the admissible distance func n a! on P we shall 
assume that it can be extended to an admissible distance fu’unctian d’ on P’. 
t g E GL( V) and let f(A) = pII= i (J. - /2,) be the characteristic ~o~y~ornia~ 
the transformation g. The set {/zi: (Ai] = rnaxrGjGn [,Zii] will be denoted by 
define by A(g) and A’(g) the subspaces of B co~res~o~di~~ ts the kernels of 
the endomorphisms f,(g) and f2(g)9 respectively. Let Cr(g) = 
A’(gjilA’(g-‘). For every subset S of aTL(V) we consider the following 
three sets: Q+(S) = {g E S: A(g) is a singleton}, 
a singleton} and Q,(S) = ?;2+ (S) f? JX (S). The 
P corresponding to the linear transformation gE 
g. The absolute value of a linear transformation 
the value of a projective transformation 2 it is de 
if d: P x P -+ R + is an admissible distance function on B and XC P, then the 
norm of g on X relatively to d is I/g jXijd = sup(d(g(x), 
x f x’, x, x’ E X} and =0 if card X ,< 1. In the last p 
Section 2 an admissible distance function d will be fix 
)I jld will be considered. We require the following two 
proved in [ 10, Lemmas 3.7, 3.81. 
b304A 1. Let V be a vector space over k, let x be or system of limar 
coordinates of V, r E i? + and g E GL( V). 
(i) 1f ecery eigenvaiue of the t~ansfo~~at~o~ g is less than 1 ipI 
absolute value, then there exists an integer NO such that j/ g’ jjd, < rgbr each 
For a compact set K c V and fir every ne 
ts an integer N, such that g’M c U for each 
(ii) If there exists a set X linearly ge~e~at~~g V such that, for every 
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u E X, limr+m g’v = 0, then each eigenvalue of g is less than 1 in absolute 
value. 
LEMMA 2. Let g E GL(V), K be a compact subset of P, Y E R, . 
(i) If A(g) is a singleton and K t P\p’(g), then there exists an integer 
N, such that jl e jK\l < f Y or each z > N,, z E Z and for every neighbourhood 
U of A(g) there exists an integer N, such that FK c U for each z > N,, 
z E z. 
(ii) If for some m E N, gmK cInt K and (1 g” &I( < 1, then A(g) 
consists of a single point which belongs to Int K. 
The join of two linear subspaces X and Y of P is denoted as usual by 
XVY.IfXnY=IZIandXVY=P,thenbyP(X,Y)wedenotethemaprc: 
P\x+ Y, where n(p) = ({p} V X) n Y, The following simple assertion is a 
generalization of item 1 from Lemma 3.9 in [IO]. 
LEMMA 3. If hi is a semi-simple element of GL(Vi), where Vi is a vector 
space over k, i = l,..., s, then there exists an infinite subset N c N such that 
lim,,co(A~-‘)r = 1 f or z E N and for every A, ,n E Q(h,), i = l,..., s. 
Proof. Induction on the number of elements. The base of the induction is 
item 1 of Lemma 3.9 in [lo]. Suppose given a subset N’ cN such that 
card N’ = EC,, and limz~oo(&-‘)l = 1 for z E N’, 1, ,U E Q(h,), i = l,..., s - 1. 
Let A,pE 32(h,). Since ]&zEl-l]= 1, we have that clk*{(;lEl-‘)z: zE N’} is 
compact and so there exists a sequence (z~}~~~, z, E N’ such that z, --t co 
when m --) co and the sequence {(AP-‘)‘~}~~~ is convergent. We construct 
the sequence { z,“},,~ in such a way that with u, = z,~ -z,“-, we have 
U, -+ co when 12 --t co. It is obvious that the set N = {u,: n E NJ satisfies all 
the conditions of Lemma 3. 
For a vector space V we consider the following set A, = ((g, h): h is a 
semi-simple, non-trivial automorphism of V, g E GL(V) is such that A(g) is 
a singleton, A(g) c P\P(h) and nA(g) c PM’(g), where rc = P(A’(h), A(h))}. 
LEMMA 4. Let Vi be a vector space over k, gi, hi E GL(Vi) and 
(g,, hi) E Avi. There exists an integer N, and an injmite subset N t N such 
that A(g;hr) is a singleton for each s > N,, n E N and i = l,..., m. 
Proof. Let 7zi = P(A’(h,), A(h,)), i = l,..., m. It follows from the definition 
of Avi that there exist compacta Ki c P such that A(g,) cInt Ki, 
Ki c P\p’(g,) and ni(Ki) c P\p’(g,). W e can choose for the elements 
h i ,..., h, an infinite subset M c N satisfying the conditions of Lemma 3. The 
set F = {I/ hj jKi\j: z EM, i = l,..., m} is bounded by item 2 of Lemma 3.9 in 
[lo], so let r = sup F. Since for each i = l,...,m, zi(Ki) is compact and 
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%Wi> = TV’> we can take a neighbo~rhood a/, of zi 
cl Vi c PuA’(g,) and so by (i) of Lemma 2 there exists an integer N, such 
that /j $ lUilj < I/Y for each z > N,, 1 < i < m. By 
item 2 of Lemma 3.9 [IO] there exists an ~n~nite 
6; Ki c Ui for each z E iV and 1 Q i < m. So by the de~niti 
follows that for every s > N,, n EN and i = I,..., 
[j g*lKii/ < 1 and g*Ki c Int Ki. Hence, by (ii) of Le 
singleton for each s > N,, n E N, i = I,..., m which eo 
Lemma 4. 
The foilowing assertion is evident. 
&EMMA 5. Let g, h E GL(V), t&M A(ghg-‘) = gA’(h), A’(ghg-‘) = 
gA’(h) and, fir all 2 E N, A(h”) = A(h), A’(h’) = A’(h). 
LEMMA 6. If for a subgroup S of GL(V), R,(S) 7k- 
then the set Sa + (S) n Go is k-dense in Go n 5’. 
BroojI If g E a+(S), then, by Lemma 5, A(g”) is 
So, since Go T’ S is a subgroup of finite index in 
ence, without loss of generality, we can assume that S is k 
choose g and consider the set U = {x E S: A%(g) Ct A’(g) 
is k-open in S and U # 0, since g E U. Therefore the k-co~~e~ted~ess of 
implies that U is k-dense in S. Since A(g) is a singletonT for h E &r w 
iA c&4’(g) and hence there exists a compact set Kc P SW 
A(g) c int K and liK c &4’(g). From IlO, Lemma 3.51 it follows that there 
exists a number r E R + such that jJ 6 lKil < Y. Let us consider the compact set 
L = 6K. Since L c P/J’(g), by virtue of (i) of Lemma 2, there exists an 
integer IV0 such that )/ 8 IL // < l/r and $L c Int forz>N,. LetN 
given so that the set {g’: z E IV} is k-conneged and let HA= { 
112 > N, 1. By the definition of r 65 R + we have (1 g’h jK[j < 1 and g’hK 
for each z E N’, therefore (ii) of Lemma 2 implies that A(g”im) is a s~~g~eto~ 
for ea N’. Since N\N’ is finite and the set {g”: z E Iv) is k-corm 
g=kr E (S)) for each z E N. That is true for every ki E U and, 
d(U) = G, we have ,pP(Q+(S)) = G. This &orn~~~tes the 
2. FREE SYSTEMS OF A LINEAR GROUP 
In this section we shall use the same notation as before and we shall 
suppose that the subgroup S of GL(V) satisfies the following three con- 
ditions : 
(1) Q+(S)f:a 
(2) The Zariski closure G of S is a semi-simple grou 
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(3) Go f’? S is an absolutely irreducible subgroup of GL(V). We recall 
for convenience the following simple observation [ 10, Lemma 3. lo]. 
LEMMA 7. If G is an irreducible subgroup of GL(V), g P, is a non- 
trivial subspace and P, is a proper subspace of P, then M = {g E G: 
$P, d Pz) is a k-open non-empty subset of G. 
LEMMA 8. Let H be a subgroup of S such that Ll+ (H) # 0 and H n Go 
is a k-dense subgroup of S (3 Go. If g E S, then Hgn Q,(S) # 0. 
Proof. Let us consider the subgroup H, = H n Go of H. Since H, is a k- 
dense subgroup of S n Go, condition (3) on S implies that its k-connected 
subgroup H, does not leave invariant any proper non-trivial subspace of V. 
Besides, since 1 H/H, j ( co and Q+(H) # 0, by virtue of Lemma 5 we have 
Q+(H,) # 0 and therefore by virtue of [ 10, Lemma 3.11) the set D,(H,) is 
not empty. Let us consider for h E QO(H,) the following set U = {x EH,: 
?gA(h) c P’@‘(h) & (x2)-’ A(h-‘) c Pp’(h-I)}. Applying Lemma 7 to H, 
we see that U f 0. Let x E U and h, = xg. It is obvious that h, E Hg. From 
the choice of x and h, it follows that i,A(h)cP\A’(h) and &;‘A(h-‘)c 
P\A’(h- ‘). Hence there exist compacta K and M in P such that A(h) c Int K, 
A(h-‘) cM and tiK c P\P’(h), E-‘Mc P\P’(h-‘). Let K, = k,K and 
M, = k;‘M. By [ 10, Lemma 3.51 there exists a number r E R + such that 
max{/l&l &I), l]K;’ l,ll} < r. Since K, c P\P’(h) and M, c P\P’(h-I), from 
(i) of Lemma 2 it follows that there exists an integer N, such that Ilci’ (K,jl < 
l/r and // ti-’ JM, 1) < l/ r f or each z > N, . Moreover, there exists an integer N, 
such that h?K, c Int K and 6-‘M, c Int M for each x > N2. By the choice of 
rER+ we have that h?h,KcIntK, llhQhlj,~~ < 1, (jhq;‘I,//< 1 and 
fi;‘McIntM f or each z > max(N,, N2). So from (ii) of Lemma 2 it 
follows that, for each z > max(N,, NJ, A(h’h,) and A (h-‘h; ‘) are 
singletons. Since the elements h-‘h;’ and h;lh-’ are conjugate, it follows 
from Lemma 5 that A(h;‘h-‘) is a singleton. Thus h’h, E Q,(S) for each 
z > max(N,, NJ and since h E H, , we have h'h, E Hg. This completes the 
proof of Lemma 8. 
LEMMA 9. lf H is a subgroup of finite index in S and g E S, then 
Hg n Q,(S) f 0. 
Proof: Let y E Q+(S). Since ) S/HI < co, we have y”’ E H for some 
integer m and therefore by Lemma 5, B+(H) # 0. On the other hand H is k- 
open and hence H n Go is a k-dense subgroup of S n Go. Thus H satisfies 
all the conditions of Lemma 8 and the proof is complete. 
DEFINITION 1. Let G be a subgroup of GL(V) and g E B,(G). We say 
that the set F = { gi E G: i E A } is a free system for G relative to g (or simply 
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a free system, if it is clear which group and element are considered) if 
gj E J&(S) for each i E A and there exist open sets i= Oj(F)CP, iEk an 
a compact set K = K(P) c P such that: 
(1) A(gi)UA(g;‘)cQi for each iEA, 
(2) Cl UieA 0; cP\Wg), 
(3) &O,icOiforeveryi,jEA,i#jandzE 
(4) &KcOi for every iEA and zE2, zZ0, 
(5) Kc P\cl tJiEA Oi, 
(6) A(g) c Int K. 
LEMMA 10. Let G be a subgroup of CL(V), gE o(G) and let F- 
/g;: i E A} be a free system for G relative to g. If H = ), then Ed is free!9 
generated by F. 
ProoJ See [ 10, Proposition 1.11. 
Let us denote the set fJIz,(GL(V)) by a,. e also use the notation X, = 
{(g:, g,): g,, g, ED,, A(gi)UA(gZ~‘)cP\@r(gi), i# j, 1 < i,j< 2). It can 
easily be proved, making use of Lemma 7, that: 
LEMMA 11. If G is a k-connected irreducible s~bgro~-~ of GL(v and 
giES2,,i=1,2,thenthesetW=jxEG:(xg,x-’,g,)GX,~is k-ope%a~d 
k-dense in 6. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let g E fJ,(S) and let F, = { yi E S: I < i < m) be a 
free system for S relative to g. If H is a subgroup oJCfinite index in 
y E S, then there exists y,, i E Hy such that the set Fm -c 1 = {JJ, + 1 1 
a Jree system for S relative to g. 
Proof Since every subgroup of finite index contains 
f finite index, we may assume without loss of generalit 
y virttie of Lemma 9, Hy f? Q,,(S) # 0. If h E Hy f-1 $2, 
of Lemma 11 and condition (3) on S, the set U= {x E S f? Go: 
} is k-open and k-dense in S n Go. On the other hand, since 
1 is finite, we have that H n Go is a k-dense subgroup of 
5’ f? 6’ and therefore Uf? H # 0. Let x E H ~7 U ancl kl = xhx--‘. Since 
normal, h, E HJJ. Since Fm = {yl ,..., y,} is a free system, there exist open 
sets O,(F,), i = l,..., m and a compact set K = X(Pm) in P satisfying the 
conditions of Definition 1. It follows from (k,, g) E XV that there exists an 
open subset E c P such that A(g-‘) c E and cl E c P\Cr(h,). From (2) of 
~e~n~t~~n I it follows by Lemma 2 that there exists an integer N, such that 
g-“(U~=, cl O,.) c E for each z > N, and z E Z. Since (hi f g) E X, we have 
by the definition of X, that A(h,) UA (h;‘) c&4’(g) and therefore, by 
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virtue of (i) of Lemma 2, there exists an integer N, such that &4(/r,) U 
A(h;‘))cIntK for each z >N,, z E Z. Since IS/H\ < co, there exists an 
integer k > max(N,, NJ such that gk E H. Let h2 = gkh, gwk. Since H is a 
normal subgroup of S, h, E Hy. On the other hand, from the choice of N, 
and N, and Lemma 5, it follows that (a) cl Oi cP\Cr(h,) and (b) 
A(h,)UA(h;‘)cIntK. Since (hi, g)EX, and h,= gkh,gek, we have 
(h,,g)EX,. It follows that A(h,)UA(h;‘)cP\Cr(g), A(g)UA(g-‘)c 
P\Cr(g) and h, E Q,(S). From the second inclusion it follows, since A(g) c 
Int K, that A(g) c W and cl W c (Int K)\Cr(h,) for some open subset W of 
P. Hence, the first inclusion and (b) imply the existence of an open set 
0 m+, cIntK such that O,,, c (Int K)\cl W and A(&) UA(h;‘) c O,,,. 
From (a) and the definition of W it follows by (i) of Lemma 2 that there 
exists an integer N, such that for every z E Z, z* > N: we have p2 cl W c 
0 m+l and (C>G(U~~ClOi)CO,+l* On the other hand the set N= {z E Z: 
hi E Hy} is infinite, since IS/H\ < co, and therefore there exists an integer 
z0 E N such that zi > N:. Let yln+i = Q. Since h, E Q,(S), we have that 
Y ,,,+ , E Hy. From (c) and the choice of 0, + i it follows by Lemma 5 that the 
open sets O,(F,,, + , )=O,(FmL O,(F,+I)=O,(F,)~ Om+dFm+J=Orn+~ 
and the compact set K(Fm + ,) = cl W, where F, + , = F, U { ym + , }, satisfy all 
the conditions of definition 1. This completes the proof. 
Let G be a subgroup of GL(V), gEfio(G) and F= {giEG: iEA] be a 
free system for G relative to g. We consider for this system the set X(F) = 
{YEG:YEQ~(G), (Y, g)EX,,A(Y)UA(Y-‘)cIntK(F),clUicA Oi(E’>C 
P\Cr(y)}. The following assertion is evident. 
LEMMA 12. The set Fm = {gy: gi E F, i E A} is also a free system for G 
relative to g. Furthermore we can choose the sets Oi(Fm), i E A and K(F”‘) in 
such a way that X(F”) c X(F). 
Suppose G is in addition k-connected and does not leave invariant any 
proper non-trivial subspace of V. Then the following two propositions hold. 
LEMMA 13. The set X(F) is non-empty. 
Proof. Let U= (x E G: (xgx-‘, g) E X,}. By Lemma 11, Uf 0. Let 
xE U and h=xgx-‘, then we have that (h, g) E X,. This means that there 
exists an open set E c P such that A( g-‘) c E and cl E c P\Cr(h). Since 
cl Ui,, Oi c P\p’(g-,) (Definition 1, (3)), by (i) of Lemma 2, it follows that 
there exists an integer N, such that g-'(cl fJiEA Oi) c E for each z > N,. 
Since (h, g) E X,, we have A(h) U A(h-‘) c P\A’(g) and therefore by (i) of 
Lemma 2 there exists an integer N, such that z(A(h) U A(h-I)) c Int K for 
each z > N,. Pick an integer z0 > max(N,, N2) and put h, = g’%g-““. If 
(h, g) E XV, then (hi, g) E X,. By Lemma 5 and the choice of z0 it follows 
that h I E X(F) and hence X(F) # ‘0. 
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~~EMMA 14. If H is a k-dense proper subgrozq of G, rhen X(F) 
Proof. If X(F) fl H = 0, then X(F) cX(F) and by yirtue of 
Lemma 13, X(F)\H# 0. So we may assume 
h, E X(F) f? H, then h, E Q,(G) and hence, by Lemma 
for every y E G. Let y E G\H and h E Hy nQ,(G). The 
set hi = {x E G: (xhx- ‘, h,) E X,} is k-open and k-dense m 
nu#~.LetxEHnUandh,=xhx-‘.Then(hi 
for x5 h E H. Since h, E X(F), we have tha 
K=K(F), and A(g)UA(g-‘)cP\Cr(h,). 
c P such that Ag) c W, A(g-‘) c cl FV and A(h,) iJA(h;“) c 
Therefore there exists an open subset E 
A(h,) UA(h; ‘) c E, and cl E, c Int K\ei 
assume that E, cP\Cr(h,). Since h, E X(F), we have cl UieA Oi c 
PjA’(h;‘), where Qi = O,(F), i E A and from the de~~it~5~ of N; in t 
proof of Proposition 1, it follows by (i) of Lemma 2 that there exists an 
integer Ni such that 
hi-‘((cl W)uA(g-‘))cE, for every z > N, ) z E (1) 
and 
for each z > N, , z E 
Since (h,,h,)EX,, A(h,)UA(h;‘)cP\P’(h;‘) and hence, by (i> of 
Lemma 2 there exists an integer N2 such that for every z > N,, z E 
have 
&,(A(h,)uA(h;‘))~E,. (3: 
Hf an integer z0 > max(N,, NJ and h, = h~0h2h;‘0~ then h, & 
h, E X(F). Indeed, from (3) and the definition of E, it follows by L 
that A(h,) U A(h;‘) c E, c P\Cr(g) and therefore from (1) we have t 
A(g) U A(g-‘) c @‘E, c P\Cr(h,). It follows simil om (2) that 
cl lJi,, Oi c P\Cr(h,) and therefore h, E X(F). Since we have that 
h, E X(F)\H and this completes the proof. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let H be a subgroup of S such that M n GQ is a proper 
k-dense subgroup of S n Go. If g E D,(S) and F, = { yi E S: 1 < i < mj is a 
jree system for S relative to g, then there exists an element ymt 1 f2 
LQlat -F, i ! =Fmld IYrnilJ. is a free system for S relative to g. 
Ab-OOJ”: Let Oi = Q,(E;,), i = I,..., m, be open in I;, and let M = K(F,) be 
a compact set in I;,. Since S n Go is a subgroup of finite index in S, there 
exists an integer n such that the set F = { yl: yi E Fm) is containe 
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S fJ Go. By Lemma 11, F is a free system and we may assume that X(F) c 
X(F,). Since the group S n Go is k-connected, by Lemma 14, we have that 
X(F)\H # 0 and hence X(F,)\H # 0. Let y E X(F,)\H. From the definition 
of X(F,) there exist open subsets U and O,, , of Int K such that A(g) c U, 
cl U c (Int K)\Cr( y) and (a) A(Y)UA(Y-‘)~O,+,, c1O,+,c 
(Int W\((cl U)\Cr(y)). S ince yEX(F,), we have A(y)UA(y-‘)c 
(IntK)\Cr(g), A(g)UA(g-‘)cP\Cr(g), yEno and UT=“=, ~10~~ 
P\Cr(g). By (ii) of L emma 2 there exists a natural number No such that 
~‘(U~Z”=,~~~~)~~~+* and ~Y((cl U) U A(g- ‘)) c 0, + I for every integer z 
with 1.~1 > No. On the other hand, since y & H, the set N= {z E Z: yL & H} is 
infinite. Let z. E N, z. > No. If y,, i = yzO, then ym+ ,(lJy=, (cl Oi) U cl U) c 
0 m+ I for each z E Z, z f 0. From (a) and Lemma 5 it follows that 
A(ym+,)UA(y;:l)cO,+l. Since O,+,cIntK it follows from (4) of 
Definition 1 that s Oi+ i c 0, for every integer z # 0 and i = l,..., m. Since 
Y m+ i E Q,(S) and the sets Oi(F,+ i) = Oi, 1 < i < m, K(F,+ ,) = cl U satisfy 
all the conditions of Definition 1 for the set F,, I = F, U { y,, I }, we have 
that F, + , is a free system for S relative to g and y, + I = y’” & H. 
In the next proposition, k is an arbitrary field. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let G be aJinitely generated subgroup of GL,(k). If H 
is a subgroup of G such that for every subgroup L of G of finite index 
HL = G, then H is k-dense in G. 
Proof. We may assume that the field k contains the algebraic closure I& 
of some simple field k,. Now suppose the proposition false. Let k, be a 
simple subfield of k. Since G is finitely generated, there exists a subring 0 of 
k, finitely generated over k,, such that G c GL,(B). Since the Zariski 
closures of G and H are different, there exists a polynomial f with coef- 
ficients from B vanishing on H and not equal to zero on some element 
g E G. It is well known 16, p. 283, Corollary 21 that there exists a 
homomorphism o: B--f E. which is the identity on k, such that o(f(g)) # 0. 
Extending a, to the natural homomorphism p*: G --) GL,(&) we see that 
q*(g) does not belong to the Zariski closure of q*(H). Thus we can suppose 
G c GL,(Eo). If the field k, is finite, then the finitely generated group G is 
also finite and therefore H = G, a contradiction. Let us now consider the 
case k, = Q. Since G is finitely generated, by [6, Theorem 3, p. 791 there 
exists for some p a finite algebraic extension E of the field Q, such that 
G c GL,(J), where J is the ring of integers of E. Since the Zariski closures of 
G and H do not coincide, there exist a polynomialf with coefficients from J 
and an element g E G such that f lhl = 0 and f(g) # 0. Let ( . jP be the p-adic 
absolute value on E. Then the ideal I= (x E E: /xl, < If(g) defines the 
homomorphism I+V of the ring J onto the finite ring J/I such that 
wcf(g).) # 0. Extending w to the homomorphism v*: G--f GL,(J/I) we see 
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that w*(G) = y*(H), but @(g> & @( ), f0r ~(f(g)) # 0. is 
contradiction completes the proof. 
The following proposition is obvious. 
PROPOSITION 4. If g E L?,(S), then there exists a free system for S 
relative to g. 
3. TRANSFORMATIONS WITH POINTS OF A~~ACTIQ~ IN GROUPS 
OF ALJTOMORPHISMS OF DIRECT SUMS OF VKTOR SPACES 
Let Y be a vector space over a local field k. e assume that V is 
sum of isomorphic subspaces Vi,..., V,, and th S is a subgroup of 
satisfying the following four conditions: 
(1) the Zariski closure G of S is semi-simple, 
(2) for any two subspaces Vi and Vjj 1 < i, j < n there exists an 
element y E S such that yV, = Vj, 
(3) if y E S f? Go: then yVi = Vi for each I’ = 
(4) the subgroup S n Go does not leave invariant any proper non- 
trivial subspace of Vi, i = I ,..., n. 
It follows from (3) that for every i = I,..., i-2 there ex 
rational homomorphism ci: Go + GL( Vi). Let Si = E~(C.??I 
natural number not exceeding n. Let us consider ihe set P(S) := 
(yESnGO. ci(y) E .C2+(Si) for each i, I < i < m). HI is easily seen that 
P’(S) c @““z(S), if m, > m,. 
LEMMA 15. Every set b”(S) is empty or k-dense in S f’ 
ProoJ Let p be the tensor product of the spat V, ,.-., Vm arid Iet e 
the tensor product of the representations E, ,..., E,. can easily be verifi 
that y E S belongs to Wm(S) if and only if c(y) E Q+(E(S CT GO)). 
Lemma 6 the set Q+(&(S f? GO)) is empty or k-dense in E(S n Go) and 
therefore, since F is k-rational, the set P(S) is empty or is k-dense ia 
SRCO. 
LEMMA 16. If a’(S) # 0, then a21 Om(S) f a:, I ,< m < n. 
P~ooJ We shall show that for m > 1 if B”-‘(S) # a, then Pm(S) f 
Indeed, if P-‘(S) # 0, then by Lemma 15 it is k-dense in S n Go. Since the 
set of all semi-simple elements of Go is open in the Zariski topolo 
11, p. 1931, there exists a semi-simple element g E 4+“(S) s 
ei(g) + I for each i = I,..., n. On the other hand the first condition on S 
above implies that there exists an element y E S such that JJV, = y,. IA 
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h = ygy- ‘. The image Q(X) of x E S n Go will be denoted below by Xi* Let 
7ti be the projection pr(A’(h,), A@,)), i = l,..., m - 1 and rc, = pr(A’(g,), 
A (g,)). Let us consider the following sets U, = {x E S n Go: x^; IA Ct 
P\A’(h,) for i = 1, 2,..., m - 1) and U2 = {X E S n Go: ni($;‘A(g,)) Ct 
P\p’(gi) for every i= I,..., m - I ). Since A(gi) is a singleton for 
i = I,..., m - 1, by Lemma 7 and condition (4) on S the sets U, and U, are 
k-open and k-dense in S n Go. Let U, = {x E S n Go: ZmA(h,) c P\A’(g,) 
and ~,K,AU) c P\P’(h,)j. Again as above, since h = ygy-’ and 
g, E 0+(s,(S n GO)), by Lemma 7 it follows that U, is k-open and k-dense 
in S n Go and therefore ny=, Ui # 0. Let x E n;=, Vi and f = xhx- ’ ; then 
by Lemma 5 it follows that for every i = I,..., m we have (gi, fi) E dvi and 
that, in turn, implies by Lemma 4 the existence of an infinite set N c N and 
an integer No such that A(g:fl) and A(& g’,) are singletons for all r E N, 
z E Z, z > No and i = l,..., m - 1. Since fm g; and g; ft, are conjugate, 
A(gifr) is a singleton for each i = I,..., m, hence g’f’EB”(S) for rE N, 
Y > No and this completes the proof. 
4. REPRESENTATIONS OF A FINITELY GENERATED GROUP 
OVER A LOCAL FIELD 
We first introduce some notation that will be used in this section and 
recall certain well-known results about the group of automorphisms of a 
semi-simple algebraic group. Let G be a semi-simple connected algebraic 
group, T be the maximal torus of G and B be a Bore1 subgroup of G 
containing T. By @ we denote the system of roots of G. We introduce the 
order on Q, such that for the set Q5+ of all positive roots B = G,, 12, 
Theorem 4.51. By A(B, r) we denote the subgroup of Aut G, that stabilizes T 
and B. By Dyn(@, B) we denote the Dynkin diagram of G and by 
Aut(Dyn(@, B)) the group of its automorphisms. To every element 
a E A (B, T) there corresponds a unique element a’ E Aut(Dyn(@, B)). 
EXAMPLE I. Let G be a simple, connected group of type D,. Then its 
Dynkin diagram is 
a3 
where ai, i= l,..., 4 are simple roots of G [3, p. 3051. Thus, the group 
Aut(Dyn(@, B)) is in this case the symmetric group of degree 3 and is 
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generated by the two automorphisms CJ and r such that o3 = 1, ~(a,) = a3, 
o(a2) = a2, t2 = 1, z(ff,) = a,, z(aJ = a,, z(a& = a$. It ~~0~~~ be noted 
the $ubgrou~ generated by o is normal in d therefore 
every element of this group has a form c&j, j< 1. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let now G be a simple, confected gr 
type D,. Then it follows from the well-known classificat 
that Au~(~y~(~, B)) is a finite cyclic group. 
P~~~QS~TI~N 5. [I, 14.91 Let G be sa se 
Then : 
(I) autG=InnG-A(B,T), 
(2) Inn G A A(B, T) is the kernel of a k a’, 
(3) The natural homomorphism Aut G/Inn G -+ Aut( 
injective; in particular (Aut G)’ = Inn 6. 
HENNA B 7. Let V be a vector space over a j2eld k, let S be a ~~~iel~~ 
generated subgroup of GE(V) such that G = d(S) is a simple a~~e~~a~~ 
group. 1f X is the set of ail torsion elements of S, then the set gGO\d(X) is 
open and dense in the Zariski topoiogy of the variety gG”for everJj g E 
Proof: Since the variety gG” is irreducible, it is s~ff~cie~~ to show that 
@T’\&(X) # @. Suppose on the contrary that gGO c 
the conjugacy of Bore1 subgroups of Go and of tori i 
may assume that the representative g of the coset gG 
orei subgroup B of Go containing T. Let (x = 
) T). Let us consider a’ E AU(@) induced b 
the dominant root for the order on Cp associated wit 
To the root q there corresponds a connected oar-parameter subgroup x, of 
T. If Y= { y E Go: a(y) = y}, then by the choice of q~ we have that x, c K 
On the other hand all exponents of torsion elements of a ~~~~~~y generated 
group S are bounded by a natural number W [IO, Lemma 2.31. Tk~s, for a 
large enough n, for instance n = N!, fn = 1 for every SE d(X). Since 
g E d’(X), gx, cd(X) and x, c I’, we have that X, c J@‘(X). So xn = 1 for 
each x E x5?. Let E be the algebraic closure of k and f* be t 
group of k. Since over IT there exists an injective komomo 
the exponents of all elements of E* are bounded in totalit 
[ 10, Lemma 2.3 ] the field f is finite, a contradiction. 
THEOREM :. Let G be a simple algebraic grou. and S a finite& 
generated subgroup of G dense in the Zariski topology, Then there exist a 
~~ca~~e~d k, a vector space V over k and an abso,lwtely i~~e~~c~~le k-rational 
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representation p: G--f GL(V) such that SJ,@(S)) # 0 and the representation 
p IGO is absolutely irreducible. 
To begin with we shall prove the following: 
LEMMA 18. If G/G’ is cyclic, then Theorem 1 is valid. 
We shall divide the proof of Lemma 18 into three steps. 
Step 1. Pick an element g e G such that the residue class gG” generates 
G/G.‘. Let Y be the set of all semi-simple elements of G and X be the set of 
all torsion elements of S. Since (gG’) n Y is open and dense in the Zariski 
topology of the irreducible variety gG”, we have by Lemma 17 that 
(gG’\d(X)) n Y # 0. Since S is dense in the Zariski topology of G, there 
exists an element y E S n (gG’\&‘(X)) n Y. It should be noted that G is 
generated by the set { y} U Go. 
Step 2. Since S is finitely generated and dense in the Zariski topology of 
G, we may assume that a finitely generated field k,, a vector space V over k, 
and a k,-rational representation p”: G -+ GL(V) have been chosen in such a 
way that p”(S) c fl(G))(k,), i.e., p”(S) c GL(V), and all eigenvalues of p”(y) 
belong to k,. We identify without loss of generality G and p(G), S and p”(S), 
y and p”(y). Since the chosen element y is of infinite exponent (y @ d(X)), 
there exists an eigenvalue A of y such that I is not a root of unity. By [ 10, 
Lemma 4.11 we extend k, to a local field with absolute value ( . ] such that 
(1) # 1. Let V, = V Ok, k and V, be the subspace of V,, consisting of all 
eigenvectors of y, corresponding to an eigenvalue A, maximal in absolute 
value. Let d = dim Vi. Since det y = 1, d # dim V. Extending, if necessary, 
the field k and replacing V, by an appropriate quotient of its dth exterior 
power we get a vector space W over a local field and an absolutely 
irreducible k-rational representation p: G + GL(w) such that the transfor- 
mation p(y) has a unique eigenvalue that is maximal in absolute value, i.e., 
P(Y) E Q+@(S)). 
Step 3. It follows from the construction and from the absolute 
irreducibility of p that p IGO is also absolutely irreducible. Indeed, since S is 
dense in the Zariski topology of G and S c G(k), it is sufficient to show that 
the subgroup S, = S n Go leaves invariant no proper subspace of 
@= Wok 6 Suppose the contrary. Then there exists a minimal S,-invariant 
proper subspace W, of I?! Let m = 1 G/G’\. It is clear that any S,-invariant 
subspace W* of W either contains W or else w* n W = {O) and therefore 
there exist integers i, ,..., i, such that 1 < i, < . . . < i, < m and @= 
WOO @i=, yikWO. Let W,= yirWO, r= 1 ,...A and v be an eigenvector of y 
corresponding to the eigenvalue of y which is maximal in absolute value. It is 
easily seen that v belongs to some Wr or to W,. Indeed, 
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v=v,+v,+**~ -I v,, where vi E Wi, i = 0, I,..., s, an 
of ym corresponding to the maximal (in absolute val 
ym E 27, , for m = 1 G/G’], and all su 
the non-zero vectors among vO,..., 21,. 
is a singleton and therefore only one vector 
Suppose, for instance, v E W,, then yilv E 
is impossible because v is an eigenvector of y$ a con 
Proof of Theorem 1. It is evident that without loss of generality we may 
assume that G is a subgroup of the group of a~~omorpbis 
connected group El. Making use of Examples 
a simple group of type D, and G = Aut M or G/G’ is 
case the theorem is valid by Lemma 18, so iet G = 
simple group of type D4. It follows from Proposition 5 that 
group of type D, and the natural homo 
isomorpbism. So we can apply to the group 
hisms of algebraic groups, mentioned above. 
a Bore1 subgroup of Go containing T. 
g E N,(T) n N,(B) and ,g’ = (T E Aut(Dyn( 
L= {x-‘gtx: xEGO, tET} and let M= 
morpb~sm a: T x Go -+ gG” 
= dim Go. Indeed 
Let us consider the fibre a-l 
(t, x)Ea-‘(gt,), then xE T a 
Thus, dim a-‘(gt,) = dim T. 
dimG’>(T-dimT and he 
Zariski dense subset of the 
is open and dense in the 
Lemma 17 that the 
y = x- ‘gtx for som 
assume that y E (S 1’7 gTA Y)w. Thus, y is a 
infinite exponent and y E gT. Then y = gt for 
that y3 E T and gy3g--’ = y3. Indeed, since g’ = O, t 
le element of s of 
E Let us observe 
ement g3 induces the 
g’ = a, by virtue of Theorem 6 and Lemma 2.8 from we ha 
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hy3h-’ = y3. Let p = hy3, then ,u is a semi-simple element of infinite 
exponent. If E= lkl, then p’= y3’. The group G is generated by the set 
{ y, p} U Go. Repeating the arguments of step 2 in the proof of Lemma 18, we 
choose a finitely generated field k, and a vector space V over k, such that 
G c GL( v) 5’ c G(k,), y, p E G(k,) and all eigenvalues of y and @ belong to 
k,. Now we turn to the construction of the desired representation. Since y is 
a semi-simple element of infinite exponent, at least one of its eigenvalues, call 
it ;1, is not a root of unity. Making use of [ 10, Lemma 4.11 we extend k, to a 
local field k with absolute value 1 + 1 such that j 1) # 1. Repeating the 
arguments of Step 2, we obtain a vector space W over k and a k-rational, 
absolutely irreducible representation p: G-+ GL(W) such that 
p(y) E Q,@(S)). We shall show that p IGO is absolutely irreducible. Let k be 
the algebraic closure of k and @ = W Ok k. We can assume for convenience 
that p(G) = G, p(S) = S, p(y) = y, p(a) =,u and p(GO) = Go. Let us verify 
that the subgroup Go(k) of G(k) has no proper invariant subspace in r, 
Since Go(k) is dense in the Zariski topology of Go, this will be sufficient to 
complete the proof. Suppose on the contrary, that Go(k) has a non-trivial, 
proper, invariant subspace in & We choose among those subspaces a 
minimal one W,. Let W’ be any Go(k)-invariant subspace of @‘; then it is 
clear that either W, c W’ or Won W’ = {0} and therefore, from the 
properties of y and ,u, it follows that there exist s pairs of integers 
(i,, jr),..., (i,, j,), 0 < i, < 2, 0 <j, < 3, i: + j: # 0 if 1 < r < s, such that 
w= woo a.. 0 W,, where W, = .airyjrWo. All W,, r = 0 ,..., s are invariant 
by Go(k). Let u be an eigenvector of y, corresponding to the maximal (in 
absolute value) eigenvalue of y. Since y3’ =,ul for some integer I, it follows 
from Lemma 5 that Ah) is a singleton and A(a) = A( y). Hence u is an 
eigenvector of p, corresponding to an eigenvalue maximal in absolute value. 
Thus, u belongs to some Wi. Indeed, u = u. + ... + v,, where ui E Wi , 
i=O ,..., s, and since y3 E G’(k), each nonvanishing vi is an eigenvector of y3, 
corresponding to the same eigenvalue as u. Since A(y3) = A(y) is a 
singleton, by Lemma 5, we have that only one vector among vo,..., v, is not 
zero. Suppose, for instance, v E W,. Then, since W, =,ui’yjlWo, we have 
that ,uilyjlv E W, and on the other hand, since v is an eigenvector of p and y, 
we have that pilyJ1u E W,. The contradiction completes the proof. 
The following theorem allows us to reduce the construction of maximal 
subgroups in groups over arbitrary fields to the construction of such 
subgroups in groups over local fields where we can apply the results of 
Sections 2 and 3. 
THEOREM 2. If G is an algebraic group over a field k, such that Go is 
not solvable and S is a finitely generated k,-dense subgroup of G(ko), then 
there exist a vector space V over a local field k and a k-rational, absolutely 
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~~~~du~~b~~ represelztation p: G --f GL(F’) su 
semi-sickle group and the restriction p jGO is 
ince S is a finitely generated subgr 
to~o~og~~ we may assume that the field k, 
ithout loss of generality we 
s the identity element. More 
over a finite algebraic extension of k, [ 1, 
split over k0 and therefore that Go is a product of simple algebraic groups 
over k,, say G’=H, x a-. xH,. We may also assume that G” does not 
contain connected subgroups which are nor al in G, so the gro 
r..~v Hm are isomorphic and moreover, for every i = :,BS”, 
menh gi f G such that Hi = giN, gi” and every g 
perm~tat~Qn og of the set {N, ,...9 ,I. Let us consider the 
the image of N&HI) under t 
and let A be the product of 
EA: ajEW, 1 <i,<m) an let D be the image of G under 
hism g t-+ ~7~. Let us the semi-direct p 
e elements of D act by ng the c~rn~o~e~ts 
elements of A) and its sub 
~ornorn~r~~~sms si: G -+ H setting, for i = I,... and g E G, E+(g) - 
a&,K8ji, gg,) if i> 2 and t E = (6, )*.sg Em)* we 
defirte the k~-rational morphism p: G 
cL g: -( 6. It is easy to verify th 
AO= ng use of the inclusions g;8:i, 
gigfj,,g E pii,($l,), we see that p(G) 
cl(NG(HI)n S). Since $ is dense 
Go ciVJHr), we have that S, and 
~~(6;‘) and &~~~~(~~)), 
bgroup of 8,. Let z, be t 
c~rn~o~~~t. Et is easily seen that n,(q~fS) 
a finitely generated, dense subgr 
eorem 1 there exist a locaE 
ly irreducible k-rational 
he conditions of The 
to I%,, it is spiciest to 
re~rese~tat~o~ p2 of IS, satisfying the same c~~di~~~ns” The role 
genera subgroup of B, will 
mth te r power of W. Since 
rnth tensor power of pr as a 
tra~spos~t~o~s of componems, this re~resc~tatio~ is ~~~~~~~~y $xte~~~~ to a 
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representation of B 1, which will be denoted by pz as well. Thus, we have 
constructed a k-rational, absolutely irreducible representation p2 : 
B, + GL(V,) such that its restriction to (B,)’ = B” is also absolutely 
irreducible by [9, Lemma 681, for B” = Ho x . . . x Ho. It remains to show 
that fl+@,(S)) # 0. Let vy’ be the product of m copies of W and p* be the 
product of m copies of pl. It is clear that p*: B -+ GL(VYF). Making use of 
the action of D on B, we may extend p* to a representation p*: 
B, -+ GL(P). We recall that .@‘@*(#)) = {p*(y) E p*(B’n 3): 
p*(q(y)) E Q+@*(n,(Sf7 B’))) for every Y = l,..., i}. Since the group p*(B,) 
and its finitely generated subgroup p*(g) satisfy all the conditions of 
Lemma 16, we have that P’@*(~)) # 0. It is evident that the image of 
g E P@*(3)) under the natural isomorphism pz@*)-’ belongs to 
Q, (&S’)) and this completes the proof of Theorem2. 
5. CRITERION FOR FINITENESS OF THE INDICES OF 
ALL MAXIMAL SUBGROUPS 
Let G be a group, by ‘U(G) we denote the set of all maximal subgroups of 
G of infinite index in G. If G is a linear group and G is its closure in the 
Zariski topology, then we define the set B,(G) = {HE ‘3(G): J@‘(H) = G). 
The following simple assertions will be used in the sequel. 
Lemma 19. If M is a maximal subgroup of G and H is a nilpotent, 
normal subgroup, then (i) Mn H is a normal subgroup of G and (ii) 
H/MC? H is an Abelian subgroup of G/Mn H containing no normal, non- 
trivial, proper subgroup of G/M f7 H. 
Proof. It is sufficient to prove the lemma in the case when H # M CT H; 
then Mn H is a proper subgroup of N,(Mn H) [5, Theorem 16.2.21. On 
the other hand, since H is normal in G, M c N,(Mn H). Since H n M# 
N,(Mn G), therefore M # N,(Mn H) and so N,(Mn H) = G. Since 
G/M f7 H is a semi-direct product of a normal, nilpotent subgroup H/M n H 
with a maximal subgroup M/Mn H, we obtain (ii). 
LEMMA 20. Let A and B be arbitrary groups and 9,: A + B be an 
epimorphism, then q~-‘(‘u(B)) c %(A). 
This follows from the fact that the preimage of a maximal subgroup of B 
is a maximal subgroup of A of the same index. 
THEOREM 3. A finitely generated linear group G over a Jield has 
maximal subgroups of only finite index if and only if G is solvable-by-finite. 
ProoJ: We first assume that G has a solvable subgroup of finite index. 
Then we shall prove that the index of any maximal subgroup of G is finite. It 
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is well known that G has a normal, trigonaiiza 
/G/AI < cc [I, Corollary 1 in 10.51. Let 
~ilpotent subgroup of 6. By Lemma 19, 
subgroup of G, is a normal subgroup of 
subgroup of G/H A B containing no prop 
If B#HnB, then B*=B/HTI 
y finite-dimensional a priori, over a si 
contains no normal, non-trivial, proper 
either a complete, Abelian torsion free group, i.e., 
an Abelian group of prime period p, i.e., a vet 
cbaracter~stic p. On the other hand B* is a G*-mo e cwer k ad ~~~~~~~r 
is a G/ -module, for B* is Abelian. This 
A is finitely generated and B = [A, A]. 
proper, non-trivial, normal subgroup of 
contain any proper, non-trivial G/B-module an 
extension of an Abelian group A/B, we have that d 
Bt is easily seen that k # Q and therefore k is finite. 
is a maximal subgroup of G*: we h 
ial. Hence ( G*/H* I= lB* 1 < co 1 In 
prove now the necessity of the condition. 
ry that G has no solvable subgroups of finite i 
Theorem 2 we can reduce the proof to the c 
that G satisfies all the conditions of section 
that G is a finitely generated subgroup of GL 
over a local field, such that 
is the Zariski closure of G, then 
(iii) The subgroup G n Go does not leave in 
trivial subspace of V. 
Since G is finitely generated, the set of its snbgr~u~s of finit 
countable and so is the set of residue class 
Ad Mn9... 1 >a’~> enumerate all these classes. 
g E D,(G) and F, = { yi E 6: i = l,..., m) be a free system for 
Tbe existence of F, follows from Proposition 4. Let us suppose tha 
natural number i a free system Fi has already been constructed 
f? Fi z ~3 for each j < i and F. c Fi. o&ion I to the 
residue class IV,+~ and Fi, we can fin 
Fi U {pii 1 1 is a free system for G relat 
hen by the construction of Fi we have that S 
by Lemma 10, S is freely gene 
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finitely generated, S # G and for every subgroup K of G of finite index 
SK = G. Since G is finitely generated, there exists a maximal proper 
subgroup H of G such that S c H. It is evident that H is a maximal 
subgroup of G. On the other hand, if 1 G/HI < co, then SH = G, therefore 
H 2 SH = G, but H is a proper subgroup of G. Contradiction. Thus, we 
have found a maximal subgroup H of G of infinite index and this completes 
the proof. 
COROLLARY 1. The group SL,(Z), where n > 2, has a maximal 
subgroup of infinite index. 
THEOREM 4. Let G be afinitely generated linear group over afield. If G 
has no solvable subgroup offinite index, then the set ‘U(G) is uncountable. 
Proof. By Lemma 20 we may again assume, making use of Theorem 2, 
that G satisfies all the conditions of Section 2. By Proposition 3 and 
Theorem 3, ‘U,(G)=%(G) and U,(G) # 0. Let us assume that 2X,(G) is coun- 
table. Let M, ,..., M, ,... and H, ,..., Hi ,... enumerate, respectively, the residue 
classes modulo the subgroups of G of finite index and all the subgroups of 
21u,(G). By Lemma 8 B,(G)#0. Let gE D,(G) and F,= {ui E G: 
i= 1 ,***, m] be a free system for G relative to g, which exists by Proposition 
4. Let us suppose that we have constructed a free system Fi for every natural 
i such that F,,cFj, FinM,#O for every r< [(i-1)/2], i> 1 and 
Fin H, # 0 for every t < [i/2], i > 2. If now i is even, then by Proposition 2 
we can choose y E G such that y & H,, and Fi + I = Pi U { y ) is a free system. 
If i is odd, then by Proposition 1 we can choose y E G such that y E Mci-rj,/ 
and Fi+tl =F,U{y} is a free system. Let F=UE=,Fi and S=(F). Note 
that for a subgroup K of G of finite index SK = G and, for Hi E ‘U,(G), 
S n (G\H,) # 0. Just as in the proof of Theorem 3 we choose a maximal 
subgroup H of G among those containing S. Repeating the arguments of the 
quoted proof, we conclude that H is a maximal subgroup of G and 
(G/H/ < co. Then, by proposition 3, HE aI, and on the other hand, since 
S c H, S n (G\H,) # 0 for every Hi E ‘U,(G); thus the set S n (G\H) is not 
empty, but Gw c G\S. Contradiction. 
COROLLARY 2. If L is a lattice in a semi-simple Lie group G,, where G 
is of rank >l, then the set of maximal subgroups of G of infinite index is 
uncountable. 
ProoJ: By Borel’s density theorem, the Zariski closures of Ad L and 
Ad G, coincide. So L has no solvable subgroup of finite index, but L is 
finitely generated [7, Proposition 13.211. By Theorem 4 we obtain the 
conclusion of Corollary 2. 
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6. THE EXISTENCE OF MAXIMAL 
WITHOUT FREE %JBGROUP OF 
ur proof of the existence of maximal s~b~ro~ 
§tim~~ated V. P. Platonov and, indepen 
ose the following question: does there ex 
f infinite index containing no free subgr 
question affirmatively. 
5. The group SL,(Z), where n > 4, has a 
dex containing a free Abelkan s~bg~o~~ of M 
everal lemmas will precede the proof of t 
ent of infinite exponent in Z, 
~o~~ow~~g two elements of 2X,(Z): 
where n > 4 and E,_, is the unity (n - 2) x (n - 2) 
that these elements commute. Let V be the 
based cm V. The natural action of SL, ws us to 
a, as elements of GL(V). Let qj=pr(A”(afa{), A(~~a~))~ i= iI,j= fl. 
21. If g=ayaT, lnj==lmJ# 
i 1, then for every neighbou 
p’(a;a$ i=il, j=;tl and for ev 
: i = *I, j= * 1) there exists a ~~~b~~ N=N(U, 
c lJ> ifIr > Iv. 
follows immediately from item 3 of Lemma 3.9 in [I 
LEMMA 22. If g=a:aF and jni#lmi, XE 
i = i I, then for every neighbourhood W x such that cl 
s = 1,2, i = i I and for every ne 
i = ill there exists N= N(U, W) 
ini) > ZK 
Pro~jI I[t is clear that only four cases are 
(b) n>@, lnl> lml, (6) m>OP 
g to them we get: (a) A(g) = 
A(g) =A(& (d) A(g) = A(a;‘). Thus, all 
are satisfied and this completes the proof. 
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DEFINITION 2. Let Gc GL(v), UcP, WcP, gE O,(G) and let F= 
{ yi E G: i E I} be a free system for G relative to g. We call F compatible 
with U and W if 
(1) K(F) c W and O,(F) c W for each i E Z, 
(2) 3; cl UC O,(P) for each n E Z, 12 # 0 and i E I, 
(3) cl UC P\p’(g-1). 
PROPOSITION 6. Let S be a subgroup of GL(V) satisfying all the 
conditions of Section 2; UC P, WC P, g E Q,(S) and let F( = { yi E S: 
i = l,..., t} be a free system for S relative to g, which is compatible with U 
and W. Zf X is a residue class in S module a subgroup offinite index, then 
there exists an element y,,, E X such that F,, 1 = F,U { yt+r} is a free 
system for S relative to g compatible with U and W. 
Proof. We may assume (without loss of generality) that X is a residue 
class modulo a normal subgroup of finite index. Making use of the same 
argument as in the proof of Proposition 1, we see that there exists 
xEXnQ,(S) such that A(x)UA(x-‘)cP\Cr(g) and A(g)UA(g-‘)c 
P\Cr(x). By Lemma 1 we can choose N, E N such that &4(x) U A (ix-‘)) c 
Int K for every r > N,, where K = K(F,). Since cl UC P\p’(g-‘) and 
A(g-‘) c P\Cr(x), by the same lemma we can find N2 EN such that 
g^-’ cl U c P\Cr(x) for every r > N,. Besides, by virtue of (2) in Definition 2 
we may assume that the natural number N; was chosen in such a way that 
g-’ cl Uc P\Cr(x) for every r > N,, i = l,..., t. Let y = g’“xg-‘o, where 
r0 E N and r” > max(N, , N,); then it is clear that A(y) U A( y - ‘) c 
(IntK)\P(g), A(y,)UA(y;‘)cP\Cr(y) for each i= l,...,t and clUc 
P\Cr(y). Therefore there exist an open set Ot+r and a compact set 
K,cIntK such that A(g)cIntK,, clO,+,cK\Cr(g), K,cP\(clO,+,)U 
Cr( y)). So there exists a natural number No such that JY cl Oi c O,, i, 
y^“K, c O,,, , 9” cl UC O,,, for every i = l,..., t, n E Z, n2 > Ni . Since the 
set X, = {z E Z: y” E X} is infinite, we can choose an integer z. E X, such 
that zt > Ni. Putting now yt+ I = yLO we complete the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 5. Let G = SL,(Z), n > 4, V = R”, P-the projective 
space based on V and let a,, a2 be the elements of G mentioned above. By 
Lemma 7 there exists g E Q,(G) such that A(g) c P\(A’(ai ai) U A (ai a$) 
for each i=O, kl and j=O, fl. Let T= U (zii(A(g)): i= kl, j= kl}U 
A(a,)UA(a,)UA(a;‘)UA(a;‘). Since A (g> E P\T, there exist 
neighbourhoods W and U of A(g) and T, respectively, such that 
cl Wn cl U = 0. Making use of Proposition 6, we construct a free system 
F = { yi E G: i E N} for G relative to g, compatible with U and W such that 
for every residue class X in G modulo a subgroup of finite index we have 
that X n F # 0. Let us assume that a natural number N, = N,(U, W) 
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@J2 = N,(U, w) satisfies the conditions 
consider the group G, = (a:, a:), where 
choiceafN,$clWcUforeverygEG,. 
it follows that 9; cl UC W for each n # 0, 
the group S = (G,, G2) is a free product of G, an 
subgroup of G. On the other hand, since S 3 G,, the 
infinite. Let M be a maximal proper sub 
the proof of Theorem 3 we have that Ii4 
!’ 
&is 
/ = 00 ; moreover an Abelian free group of rank 2 is ~o~ta~~e~ in I@. 
completes the proof of Theorem 5. 
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